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Texts at work: The construction of an ideal workplace  

in ‘platforms of values’ 
Catharina NYSTRÖM HÖÖG 

Uppsala University 

 

Changing communicative patterns within the Swedish public sector have given rise to new 
types of texts, which serve the purpose of managing through visions and ideals rather than by 
means of direct orders. This paper presents one such new text type, the ‘platform of values’, 
which uses visual resources as well as verbal descriptions of core values as part of a practice 
which might be described as ‘soft steering’. Using theoretical concepts from CDA as a start-
ing point, and methods of textual and multimodal analysis based on systemic functional lin-
guistics, three common features of the platforms of values are presented: visual resources, 
mood metaphors and noun phrases describing positive qualities. The paper concludes that all 
three features contribute to a non-authoritative managerial ideal where responsibility is open 
for negotiation.  

 

1. Introduction 

 

In Sweden, communication in the public sector has been changing rapidly during the begin-
ning of the new century. Printed texts have been replaced with digital ones, pamphlets are no 
longer distributed at public places, but can be downloaded from the website, telephone calls 
are discouraged while self-service encounters with the authorities’ websites are encouraged. 
This process of restructuring of communication affects the textual repertoire in several ways. 
It influences the design and development of existing genres. It also affects the way manage-
ment is carried out through texts within the public sector. This paper focuses on one particular 
new genre, closely connected to changing management practices: the ‘platform of values’.  

The change of communicative patterns is part of a more general process of society trans-
formation in the western world. Different expressions have been used to capture these chang-
es, such as commercialization, informalisation and individualisation (Rehnberg 2014: 24), 
among others. Fairclough uses the term new capitalism (2003: 4). Changes in public admin-
istration are part of the transformation of our societies. Pollitt and Bouckert (2011), who relate 
the changes in Swedish public administration to the rise of New Public Management, identify 
the regulation of staff behaviour as a central part of changes in public administration. In the 
words of Rehnberg (2014: 243, my translation) “in the new work order, managers who give 
direct orders are obsolete, and will be replaced by leaders who strive to influence the attitudes 
of their employees”. I see the ‘platform of values’ as a potential tool to be used in such lead-
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ership, and the emergence of the genre as an effect of the transformation of society into a new 
work order. 

Prior to 2005, hardly any public authority in Sweden published ‘platforms of values’ 
(PV). Today, they frequently appear on the websites of public authorities. Typically, PV is a 
multimodal text, often including a bullet point list presenting core values in single words or 
short phrases. Although the design may vary from quite long and elaborated multi-coloured 
documents to extremely minimalistic texts consisting only of three noun phrases published on 
a website, there are some features that almost all PV texts have in common. PV texts present a 
public authority in a positive manner, which clearly relates PV texts to marketing materials, 
and to the ideal of commercialization. This feature is manifested in the texts for instance by 
the use of visual resources in a way which makes them stand out from most texts written by 
public authorities, which rely heavily on written text in a more or less monomodal design 
(Nyström Höög et al. 2012). 

Besides presenting a positive picture of a public authority, PV texts articulate expected 
codes of behaviour for the authority in question. In this respect, PV texts bear resemblance of 
the texts used as tools of ‘soft power’ in Mulderrig’s (2011) study of education policy docu-
ments in the UK. Mulderrig argues that policy discourse, to which both education policy doc-
uments and PV texts clearly belong, is ‘intrinsically hortatory’ (2011: 53). The texts are de-
signed to make someone do something. This can be done by directing someone towards spe-
cific actions, or, in the case of policy texts using soft power, by ‘assuming, rather than win-
ning compliance’ (2011: 45). Further, Mulderrig states that soft power, as it is articulated in 
the texts in her study, operates through ‘attraction and persuasion’ (2011: 52).  

My starting point in understanding PV texts is that it is a genre intrinsic to the purpose of 
shaping a common ground and communicating core values within and outside a public au-
thority. Genre, here, is not primarily perceived as a unity of form, but as a means of typifying 
social practice. It is a view on genre closely related to that of Miller, who puts emphasis on 
the action a genre is used to accomplish (1984: 151), and the text analyses provided in this 
paper are a step towards describing what type of action PV texts are involved in. By analogy 
to Mulderrig’s ‘soft power’, I will use the term soft steering, for the type of managerial ideal 
that I assume to be connected with PV texts.  

My aim in this paper is to focus specifically on three common features of PV-texts: (1) 
the high frequency of nouns and noun phrases describing qualities; (2) the lack of personal 
agents; and (3) the use of visual resources. I exemplify these features with two different PV 
texts. My ambition is not to undertake a detailed analysis of either of these texts, but rather to 
present them as typical examples of the genre. PV texts seem to be used to shape values, so 
one might conclude that their design is oriented towards those goals. One important question, 
then, is how different features of text design serve that purpose. 

The structure of the paper is organized around two different examples of PV texts. After 
a brief presentation of the text corpus and my theoretical framework in section 2, I give a gen-
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eral presentation of the genre in section 3, followed by three different sections focusing on 
noun phrases, mood metaphors and visual resources in sections 4, 5 and 6, respectively.  

 

2. The corpus and the theoretical starting point 

The presentation of PV texts in this paper is based upon a corpus of approximately 230 PV, 
vision and strategy texts from 154 different Swedish authorities. The corpus is part of an on-
going research project: The archaeology of a new genre: Platforms of values texts of public 
authorities in Sweden.1 In collecting the texts for the corpus, we have visited the website of 
and/or contacted all the authorities listed as administrative authorities at Statistics Sweden, a 
list which includes 240 different entities.2 In addition to collecting texts, we build our under-
standing of managerial texts on focus group discussions and on questionnaire surveys (cf. 
Björkvall, forthcoming). In this paper, however, the data is limited to the corpus of texts. 

My point of departure in this textual analysis is critical. The emergence of PV texts 
changes the order of discourse – the network of social practices in its language aspect (Fair-
clough 2003: 24) – within the public sector, which used to be a relatively stable system. In 
such a change, at least one critical question seems relevant to ask: why are PV texts gaining 
ground in the order of discourse within the public sector? In the framework of Critical Dis-
course Analysis, in which I want to place this study, I want to challenge the object of study 
rather than take it for granted. 

The emergence of new genres is an indication that the order of discourse is unstable, or 
in motion. In Fairclough’s understanding, language figures in social practice as genres, dis-
courses and styles (2003: 26). My focus of interest here is genre as a way of acting. I am in-
terested in the defining features of PV texts, and how they – one by one or altogether – func-
tion in the social practice of soft steering. Following Fairclough (2003), I see texts as action, 
and I use methods from the framework of systemic functional linguistics (Halliday and Mat-
thiessen 2004) in text analysis. Since many of PV texts are multimodal in design, I also use 
multimodal analysis, relying on the social semiotic understanding of visual design presented 
in Kress and van Leeuwen (1996). 

 

3. ‘Platforms of values’ – a brief presentation of the genre 

The PV texts collected in the aforementioned corpus vary as regards design and content, but 
also – and perhaps more importantly – as regards labelling. Depending on the authority, the 

 
1 The archaeology of a new genre: ‘Platforms of Values’ texts of public authorities in Sweden. A. Björkvall & C. 
Nyström Höög 2015. Financed by Riksbankens Jubileumsfond: The Swedish Foundation for Humanities and 
Social Sciences 2016-2018. 
2 Since the concept ‘public authority’ may differ from one country to another, it may be worth pointing out that 
universities and university colleges are considered public authorities according to Statistics Sweden. 
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texts may be labelled key words, words denoting values, values, vision or platform of values.3 
This diversity of labelling may be related to the genre’s rapid establishment in the Swedish 
society. If PV texts remain essential to public administration in Sweden, they will most likely 
be consolidated with regards to form and shape. If that happens, the number of labels used by 
different authorities to name such texts may also decrease.  

Some common features of these texts, regardless of how they are labelled, include: (1) 
core values, often presented in bullet point lists; (2) mood metaphors, where directives are 
presented in the form of statements; and (3) careful design using colours, information 
graphics and images. The text presented in Figure 1, which is a document from a university 
college in southern Sweden, can serve as an example of these features. 

 

Figure 1. Core values and platform of values. Malmö University College. Published with permission from 
Malmö University College. 

Figure 1 represents a type of PV text where visual and verbal elements are separated. The 
picture shows a young man on a skateboard, which might be interpreted as highlighting youth 
and activity, possibly important ideals for a university college and its students, and aimed at 
attracting young people. This is a summer picture, which may not be incidental since – as I 

 
3 Swedish terms: nyckelord, värdeord, värden, vision and värdegrund, respectively. 
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show below – the quality of ‘warmth’ recurs in the visual material of PV texts. Following 
Kress and van Leeuwen’s (2006) analytical framework for visual design, we can note that the 
picture realises  a narrative process, one of a non-transactional action, which means that a 
vector (formed by the movement of the skateboard, in this case) emanates from a participant, 
but does not point at any other participant (Kress and van Leeuwen 2006: 74). This makes this 
picture a variation of the visual theme in the material collected for our project. Most of the 
pictures involve people; typically involved in activities signaling a sense of community.  

The text of the document presented in Figure 1 represents a typical ‘double labelling’ of 
the genre: the document is entitled ‘core values and platform of values’, thus featuring two 
synonymous expressions. Colours are used here to highlight the most important features of 
the text: the title of the document and the core values supported by the university. In this case, 
there are four: mångfald (diversity), kreativitet (creativity), kvalitet (quality) and samhälls-
engagemang (commitment to the community).4 In relation to the picture depicting the skate-
boarder, it can be noted that core values are relatively independent of it. Possibly the values of 
creativity and quality might be somehow related to the picture if skateboarding is regarded as 
a creative activity and one involving a certain quality; by contrast, the values of diversity and 
commitment to the community are more difficult to read into the picture. As a whole, the writ-
ten mode in this PV text seems separated from the visual mode. Nothing in the written text 
repeats or interprets the visual. This type of complementarity between visual and verbal ele-
ments is frequent in the corpus. 

The rest of the text consists of seven paragraphs. The first simply frames the rest of the 
text, stating that “Malmö University bases its work on the following values”. The next four 
paragraphs elaborate on the core values, placing each of them in context. The final two para-
graphs add other values, namely delaktighet (participation), öppenhet (openness) and 
nyfikenhet (curiosity), and then employs additional noun phrases to describe possible desira-
ble values for the university college. The final paragraph states how the goals are to be 
achieved: “[i]n order to achieve our objectives, we work in a resource-efficient manner whilst 
striving towards increased systematics and quality-assured processes”. As a whole, the text 
displays all the common features of a PV text: core values are clearly emphasized in the text, 
the visual element has a positive “vibe”, the most frequent human actor is a ‘we’ with unclear 
reference, and many of the noun phrases refer to positive values.  

 

4. Core values and other quality-related noun phrases 

The core values of Malmö University College (Figure 1) are, as already mentioned, intro-
duced at the beginning of the text and then further explained in four paragraphs. They are, 
however, not the only values articulated in the text. This makes the document in Figure 1 a 

 
4 English translations of the text in Figure 1 come from the English version of the document, published on the 

website www.mah.se. 
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typical PV text – it is densely packed with abstract noun phrases and articulates values that 
might be hard to relate to tangible action. One of them is öppenhet (openness), which has also 
been proven to be one of the most popular nouns in PV texts produced by Swedish public 
authorities (Nyström Höög 2015). Even though it is not highlighted as one of the four core 
values of the university at the beginning of the text, the quality of being open or openness are 
mentioned three times in this short text.  

The core values are contextualised in the aforementioned four paragraphs (paragraphs 2-
5 in Figure 1). The first of them refers to diversity, as mentioned in the final sentence of the 
text: “We take an open, inclusive approach built on diversity and widening participation, 
which is a necessary requirement for a successful university”. In this case, the quality of being 
open (cf. ‘take an open […] approach’) plays a role as a prerequisite for success and as a kind 
of synonym of inclusive (cf. ‘an open, inclusive approach’), which in current political dis-
course in Sweden often alternates with diversity.  

By contrast, the third paragraph contextualises creativity and quality. In sum, the argu-
ment is that each person’s skills, experience and desire to change must be utilised. Only then 
can the best conditions be created for “a good working environment, an open and creative 
learning environment and a high quality of work”. In this last quoted sentence, the word open 
appears again, now with a slightly different meaning, as something like a synonym of ‘crea-
tive’. This semantic vagueness might in fact be one of the explanations for open being such a 
frequent word in strategic and visionary texts.  

Finally, the fourth paragraph, referring to the core value of commitment to the communi-
ty, consists of only one sentence: “A scientific basis, academic integrity, critical thinking and 
commitment to our community create the foundation of our university”.  

The core values of Malmö University College (i.e. diversity, creativity, quality and com-
mitment to the community) are not the only qualities described in the text. Rather, the PV text 
offers a list of desirable values. In this wording of the college’s core values, it can be noted 
that they differ very little from values presented by other public authorities. They are all hard 
to dispute – which enterprise does not want to achieve quality? And they are likewise difficult 
to pinpoint and convert into action: what does it mean to be ‘creative’ and ‘committed to the 
community’ in daily practice?  

As can be concluded from my argument on Figure 1, an abundance of positive qualities 
is articulated in the text. This is a distinctive feature of PV texts. Since most of the texts, such 
as the one from Malmö University College, are published on public websites, they may be 
regarded as part of a commercial façade which constructs a positive image for the authority in 
the public context.  

There is also another side to the texts in question, however: they are aimed at the em-
ployees of the authorities and inform them of the desired qualities of staff members. The 
number of positive qualities in the texts is often overwhelming. In this case (Figure 1), the 
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text consists of 178 words (excluding headings).5 Of these words, 98 are included in noun 
phrases, giving the text a heavily nominalised character. Although not all of the noun phrases 
exemplify qualities, many obviously do. Here we find, for example, ansvar (responsibility), 
mångfald (diversity), framförhållning (clear long-term approach), ömsesidig nytta (mutual 
benefits) and fungerande samverkan (functioning collaboration).  

While the Malmö University College text is designed as a running text, it is common for 
PV texts to be designed in the form of bullet point lists. In such cases, noun phrases are listed, 
leaving the reader to construe the intended processes in which the nouns act as participants.  

The preferred design of bullet point lists exemplifies how PV texts are part of a dominant 
trend in Swedish – or possibly Western – text design, that of decreasing discursivity (Svens-
son 2005). An increasing number of texts in public administration as well as in news media 
rely on predesigned formats or document designs, where frames, bullet points or figurative 
patterns carry textual cohesion while running text continually loses ground. For texts, the con-
sequence of this process is that they become more nominalised and rely on lists or groups of 
noun phrases. For readers, the texts can become more demanding (possibly contrary to the 
authors’ and/or editors’ expectations), leaving the reader to determine how the noun phrases 
are related and, more importantly, who actually is the intended agent behind all the work lead-
ing to the desired goals articulated in the core values. 

 

5. Mood metaphors – a subtle way of steering 

A closer look at the core values and platform of values from Malmö University College re-
veals yet another feature typical of PV texts, apart from the abundance of quality-related 
nouns: the tendency to write directives in the form of statements. The first paragraph under 
the core values reads as follows: 

 

Example (1)  

På Malmö högskola tar var och en ansvar för det gemensamma. En helhetssyn på vårt uppdrag bildar 
grunden i vår verksamhet. Vi har ett öppet och inkluderande förhållningssätt som bygger på mång-
fald, vilket är grunden för en framgångsrik verksamhet.  

(At Malmö University, each person has both an individual and a mutual responsibility. The university 
is founded on a holistic view of our objective. We take an open, inclusive approach built on diversity 
and widening participation, which is a necessary requirement for a successful university.) 

 

What is striking about this passage is the absence of specified human actors. The grammatical 
subjects here are ‘each person’, ‘the university’ and ‘we’, respectively. Of these, we is a sub-

 
5 Quantifications are based on the Swedish text version. 
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ject typical of PV texts. It refers, in a vague sense, to the public authority as a whole, where 
staff members are part of a collective identity. The same generic we can be read as the refer-
ent of ‘each person’. It is the university college as a whole that takes on the obligation of ful-
filling the core values stated in the document.  
 The second sentence in paragraph 2 contains a typical example of an ideational meta-
phor (Halliday and Mathiessen 2004: 636-637), where a mental process is packed into a noun 
phrase, here helhetssyn (a holistic view). This metaphor makes it possible to omit any (hu-
man) actor who could view the mission of the university college in a holistic way.  
 The first and third sentences in Example 1 describe an existing situation, attested by 
the use of the present tense and the indicative mode: ‘tar var och en ansvar’ (‘each person has 
… a responsibility’), ‘vi har ett öppet och inkluderande förhållningssätt’ (‘we take an open, 
inclusive approach’).6 The question of how to achieve a situation where everyone takes re-
sponsibility is left unanswered. Grammatically, this type of writing can be described as a 
mood metaphor (Halliday and Mathiessen 2004: 626-627). The actual grammatical mood is 
indicative, but the assumed mood is directive; therefore the sentence “We take an open, inclu-
sive approach” may be interpreted as: ‘If you are an employee of this authority, you are 
obliged to have an open, inclusive approach’.  
 The use of the mood metaphor makes this text a clear example of a text with a double 
addressee. The first addressee is the public. For them, the said sentence is first and foremost a 
declarative sentence, stating the quality of the authority. Perhaps it might be interpreted as a 
kind of promise: the public can rely on the authority being open and inclusive. The second 
intended addressee may be the employees. For them, the sentence is – or at least could be read 
as – a demand. This type of double addressee has been discussed in relation to working plans 
in schools (Hamberg 2011), another type of document that represents a similar type of policy 
text to PV texts. Hamberg (2011) points out that this type of writing makes the text difficult to 
interpret; readings and interpretations will differ based on the reader’s relationship with the 
authority. 

The strategy of using mood metaphors in a policy document leaves the text open for in-
terpretation. A more severe effect of this style of writing has been pointed out by Ahmed 
(2007), in her study of anti-discrimination policies at universities. Policy documents have a 
tendency to gloss over possibly problematic situations since they focus on ideal situations. 
Should an employee wish to debate a situation at his or her workplace, a policy document 
with mood metaphors lends little support since it describes an existing situation in a positive 
manner rather than an ambition to reach a certain state of working conditions. Therein lie the 
advantages of the mood metaphor, if you look at it from the perspective of the sender of the 
document. Mood metaphors make it possible to impose an ideal, or a demand, on the address-

 
6 English translations here, again, from the website of Malmö university college. Verbatim, the translation would 
be ‘everyone takes responsibility’ and ‘we have an open, inclusive approach’ respectively. This more direct 
translation gives better justice to the Swedish text, where the interpretation can only be that these are already 
existing conditions. 
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ee without using direct instructions. In today’s workplace environment, in Sweden at least, it 
is almost impossible to use an authoritative voice when promoting ideals or a sense of respon-
sibility among staff (cf. Rehnberg 2014: 243). The mood metaphors of PV texts offer a softer 
way of steering towards a common goal.  

 

6. Visual resources – warmth and participation 

Visual elements in PV texts come in many forms. There are several examples of organization 
schemes and graphic elements which intend to show the authority’s decision-making process-
es or activities in a systematic and technical manner. However, it is no doubt photographs of 
people that dominate the visual material of the text corpus. In Figure 1, the example showed 
that visual and verbal elements were separated from each other. In other cases, those elements 
may reinforce each other. I have chosen one such example from a PV text in Figure 2. The 
photograph is reproduced from the ‘platform of values’ of the National Board of Health and 
Welfare, which was published in 2014.  

The document as a whole consists of 12 pages, and four of these contain photographs of 
the same group of people. In the first photograph, we can see a group of people at a meeting, 
possibly in the foyer of their workplace. In the second, they remain in the same place but have 
books and papers open and appear to be involved in a discussion. In the third picture, which is 
presented in Figure 2, they are working, and in the last picture they are taking leave of each 
other. There is also a speech bubble featured in the last picture, clarifying that this is indeed a 
good-bye scene. Thus, there is a clear narrative progression in the pictures as a series, possi-
bly illustrating a day at work. 
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Figure 2. Group of workers. The National Board of Health and Welfare. Photo Rikard Westman. Published with 
permission of The National Board of Health and Welfare. 

The picture in Figure 2 shows two women and a man discussing a text. The text appears to be 
a sort of mind-map of the type that is commonly used in group discussions in the workplace. 
A closer look reveals the word vision written in the middle of the paper. The woman standing 
between the seated figures is pointing at the document on the table; her arm creates a vector, 
directing our (the viewer’s) gaze towards the paper. The arms of the other two participants are 
also important here. They both have their outer arms stretched out towards the paper, with the 
woman on the left holding a pen as if caught in the act of writing on it. The effect is that the 
arms of the sitting participants almost embrace the paper. It is obvious that the paper is the 
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centre of interest in this picture. The picture, as well as the PV text as a whole, has some sort 
of a ‘double addressee’. The fact that the three employees gather around the text means that it 
is important to their work, and since they embrace it, point at it and have their heads bent over 
it, their gestures draw the attention of the bystander to the text. The fact that we can only 
make out the word ‘vision’ can also be relevant here. The document, more than the actual 
content, is what matters in the social practice.  

Again, the participants in the picture do not look straight at us, readers / viewers of this 
PV text. This picture makes not a demand but an offer (Kress and van Leeuwen 2006: 116-
117): we are invited to observe the participants in the picture as they occupy themselves with 
some ‘vision’, as highlighted in the text in front of them. The participants are smiling, not at 
one another, but the clear smiles on all of their faces indicate their happiness with the situa-
tion. This type of an inward smile is very common in the photographic material of PV texts as 
it brings warmth into the image material. In other words, people portrayed in work situations 
are shown to enjoy what they are doing. In the case of the National Board of Health and Wel-
fare, the atmosphere in the picture is a kind of visual parallel to one of the points in the bullet 
point list which verbalises the authority’s ‘platform of values’: “We work together and use the 
knowledge of both each other and others for the best results”. 

A final observation on the picture concerns the colour scheme. The women in the picture 
are both wearing navy blue clothes, and the man – a paler shade of blue. Although it is con-
tentious to claim that a certain colour signifies a certain thought or message, it can be noted 
that navy blue is a very common colour in the picture gallery of PV texts. In the case of this 
particular PV text, the navy blue colour dominates the document, possibly to connote serious-
ness or reliability. This feature of the picture series accompanies the verbal message “we are 
trustworthy,” 7 which is a core value of this particular public authority. The pictures amplify 
some aspects of the bullet point list.   

The meaning-making potential of the visual serves the non-authoritative ideals of PV 
texts well since pictures allow for the visualisation of a desired situation without accepting 
responsibility for directing employees toward certain codes of behaviour. 

 

7. Conclusion: responsibility and authority at stake 

When the distinctive features of PV texts are grouped together it is possible to draw the con-
clusion that these texts negotiate responsibility. The PV text’s initiator, i.e. the management 
of a public authority, presents a vision of an ideal authority and workplace using different 
discursive means, of which noun phrases have been shown here as one of the most important. 
At the same time, the initiator avoids taking responsibility for the work required to reach the 
ideal state by using mood metaphors. Instead, the employees, individually and collectively, 

 
7 Kress and van Leeuwen (2002) would argue, and I agree, that colour is metafunctional. The association from 
navy blue to trustworthiness applies only within a limited socio-cultural group. One could, however, argue that 
the Swedish public sector is just an example of such a limited group.  
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are invited to take responsibility for their work. Both the visual resources and the absence of 
tangible human actors in verbal texts contribute to this invitation, and can be seen as features 
of a leadership which works through attraction rather than coercion (cf. Mulderrig 2011: 52). 
Obviously, every text needs to be interpreted in relation to context, but findings in this paper 
support the assumption that the genre ‘platform of values’ is involved in actions of soft pow-
er.  

It is clear that PV texts are a type of text into which public authorities invest a great deal 
of energy and ambition. There is no other explanation for the fact that the genre has estab-
lished itself so rapidly, not only in the Swedish society as discussed in this paper, but arguably 
in other societies as well. Nor is there another explanation for the elaborate document design 
of most PV texts. One possible explanation of this interest is that PV texts are considered 
powerful tools in managing public administration. In the previously mentioned PV text from 
The National Board of Health and Welfare, there is a sort of flow chart which places the ‘plat-
form of values’ as the foundation of strategic planning. This feature of the text might be de-
scribed as self-authorisation, a term used in a Finnish study of public visions (Vaara et al. 
2010) to describe the fact that texts communicate their own importance. The feature self-
authorisation articulates a view on PV texts as (non-human) agents which initiate change and 
movement towards better public administration. This type of trust in a written document 
might signify a move towards a more disclosed power of authority.  

The establishment of PV texts as part of public administration is part of a larger process 
of transformation. As Sarangi and Slembrouck (1996) observe, there is a trend towards de-
bureaucratisation occurring in public administration, and PV texts are good examples of that 
trend. PV texts use un-bureaucratic language and pictures showing relaxed employees. Bor-
rowing a term from Fairclough (1993), one might also identify here the appropriation of pri-
vate domain practices. This appropriation manifests itself not only in PV texts, but also in 
practices such as corporate storytelling, which also aim to construct a collective identity in a 
workplace or an enterprise, and are now entering the realm of public administration 
(Rehnberg 2014). The use of private practice features is effective in steering a public authority 
without recourse to authority. 

Finally, PV texts are only one side of soft steering towards a common goal. An equally 
important side lies in the work based around the document: how it is produced and received, 
how it is valued and used as a basis for action in daily work practices. We know little about 
the processes that anchor platforms of values texts into the practices of public administration. 
There is, however, every reason to further investigate these; public authorities ought not only 
to be open in the general sense communicated in their own positive presentations, but also 
open to public scrutiny by researchers and citizens. 
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